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Abstract 
The physical and mental abuse of women as wives and 
lovers i s  a largely unrecognized crime of violence j u s t  b e ­
ginning to receive attention in the United States . The extent 
of wifebeating i s  "difficult to determine since , al though i t  
occurs in every strata of society and every age group , i t  i s  
underreported for a variety of reasons . The motives for wife 
abuse are comp l e x .  GThere are several social and psychologi cal 
explanations that have been sugges ted as the underlying rat­
ional e  for wifebeating . Psychological t e s t ing with battered 
women is rare and what t e s t ing that has been done has been 
limited to interviews and paper and oencil tests . Proj ective 
personality �easures have not yet been explored .  Results 
from other asses sment devices are contradic tory , reflecting 
the confusion and controversy that exis t s  concerning this is sue . 
The Hand Test was se lected as the personality a s s e s sment 
t echnique in this exploratory study of battered and non­
battered women because of the nature of the projective stimulus 
(pictures of hands) and its  relationship to women who have 
been physically abus e d .  Furthermore , an Acting Out Ratio 
(AOR) and an Aggress ion (AGG) s core , among other variable s , 
are used to assess  an individual s ' potential anger and tendency 
to act-out . Also, since the Hand Test purports to be O?timally 
sen s i t ive to the subj ects ' immediate psychological s tate , i t  
seems particularly relevant t o  assess  the battered woman who 
i s  presently in a crisis s i tuation that may evoke a variety o f  
psychological reactions . I t  was hypothesized that a s i gnifi­
cant difference would be found between groups in responses 
to the Hand Test variables; specifical ly , women in res idential 
treatment centers would show a greater number of responses to 
tho s e  variables which contribute to.the total Acting Out Ratio 
of the Hand Tes t . 
Initially , part i c ipants con s i s ted o f  26 women (battered 
group) who were temporari l y  residing in two midwest shelters 
for battered women and 26 women (non-battered) attendin8 adult 
education c lasses at a local community col lege . Once t e s t ing 
was ini t iated with the non-battered group , it was dis covered 
that 9 of the 26 women had been battered . Consequently , these 
9 persons constituted a third group referred to as "community 
battered" . All participants , who were volunteers , were first 
administered the Quick Test of Inte l l igence (QT) as a 
control variable and the Hand Tes t ,  a project ive personality 
t echnique that has been s ignificantly proven to predict 
overt aggress ive behavio r .  To predict such behavior an Acting 
Out Score is computed . Volunteers were not informed of the 
purpose of the t e s t ing but were merely asked if they had been 
or were presently in a battering s i tuation . After the t e s t ing 
was completed the author spent approximately 15 minutes to 3 
hours with the participant discus s ing the purpos e s  of the in­
ves t i gation , answering any que s t ions and lis tening to any 
personal concerns or problems the woman was experiencing . 
Each woman was asked several demographic quest ions and other 
que s t ions pertaining to the battering s i tuat ion , if present . 
A Kruskal-Wa l l i s  One-Way Analysis of Variance was computed 
on the 24 variab les contained in the Hand Test to determine if 
a difference existed b e tween the three groups , and a chi ­
square was computed to compare the three group s , non-bat tere d ,  
community battere d ,  and battere d ,  respectively . There was no 
significant age difference between the groups and results 
from the Quick Test of int e l l igence indicate no significant 
difference in IQ . 
The results supported the hypotheses that women in 
res idential treatment centers would show a greater numb er of 
responses to those variab les which contribute to the total 
Acting Out Ratio . In addition , a pos i t ive relationship 
was found on both the Aggre s s ion (AGG) variable and the Sum of 
Interpersonal Category (INT) between the three groups , with 
the battered and community battered groups showing a s ignifi­
cantly higher number of AGG responses than the non-bat tered 
group . An inverse relationship was found to exist on both 
the Active (ACT) variab le and the Sum of Environmental 
Category (ENV) for the three group s , with battered women re­
porting the least number of ACT and ENV responses and non­
battered women s coring s ignificantly higher on the se two 
variables . 
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Statement of the Prob lem 
The physical and mental abuse of women as wives and lov­
ers is a largely unrecognized crime of violence j u s t  begin­
ning to receive attention in the United States . The problem 
of wifebeating has always been with us , but in our "civi l i zed" 
time s , the prob lem has been hidden . The tradit ion of wife­
beat ing has been accepted by our most revered ins t i tutions 
and by highly respected nations . Wifebeating is a matter of 
h i s t orical recor d .  Al though there is no evidence which can 
b e  used to precisely e s t imate the incidence of wife abuse in 
America over the l as t  3 0 0  years , there are his torical and 
legal data avai lab l e  which demonstrate that women have been 
subj ected to brutal and often lethal forms of abuse in their 
own homes (Davidson , 1978 ; Gelles , Steinmetz & Straus , 1980 ; 
Mar t in , 1976) . 
The extent of wifebeat ing i s  difficul t to det ermine 
s inc e ,  although i t  occurs in every strata of society and 
every age group , i t  i s  underreported for a variety of reasons . 
Many wives are frightened to talk about i t  and even more 
terrified to try to effect change; the police and courts fail 
to help the women or res train the man , and refuse to acknowl­
edge the true nature of the crime (Davidson , 1978 ; Martin, 
1976) . Those who research conj ugal crime have found that 
other profess ionals in social wor k ,  medicine , law , organized 
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religion and psychiatry hold b e l iefs that encourage the wife­
beater by barring �he way to �e lief for the battered wife. 
Although few statistics or surveys have been available , wife­
beat ing is considered to be the s ingle most underreported 
crime in the country (Davids on,  1 9 7 8 ; Ge lles e t . al . , 1980 ; 
Mar t in , 19 7 6 ) . Furthermore , i t  i s  e s t imated that one out 
o f  two women will experience some sort o f  physical abuse at 
the hands o f  a spouse/ lover during her life time (Dworkin , 
1979 ) . 
Davidson , ( 1 9 7 8 )  defines wifebeating as exis t ing "when 
the wife i s  in fear of the husband ' s  superior s trength and 
comb ative abi l i t y  and has no means of matching or beating 
him or effectively defending hers elf or stopping him. In 
addition she has not agreed to the behavior. Further, the 
woman has no option for reversal , pos tponement , discus s ion , 
or e s cape . The wifebeater has seized the occas ion , s e t  
·, 
the rules , and intends to cause injury and uain . His 
as sump tion is that no retaliation will be possible" (p . 4) . 
Gel l e s  e t . al . , ( 1 9 8 0 )  uses a Wife-beating index as a 
s c ientific definition to measure the extent of wife abus e .  
The Wife-beating index cons i s t s  of the extent to which the 
husband went beyond throwing things , pushing or grabbing , 
and s lapping and attacked his wife by kicking , b i t ing or 
punching; h i t t ing with some obj ect ; beating her up ; threat-
ening her with a gun or knife ; or using a knife or gun . 
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In shor t ,  any act carried out by the husband that carries 
with it a high risk of serious phys ical injury is defined as 
wifebeating . 
Results from their research (Gelles e t . al . ,  1980)  came 
from interviews with 2 , 143 families in the United States . 
Characteristics o f  this sampl e  are very s imilar to the census 
data for the population o f  the United States . Interviews 
were conducted with 960 men and 1 , 183 women . Of the 2 , 143 
families studied , 1 , 146 had children between the ages of 
three and seventeen l iving at home (for complete details of 
this study refer to the text) . Using the Wife-beating index 
the percentage of abused wives in this sample produced a 
rate of 3 . 8  percent , or about one out of twenty - s i x  American 
wives get beaten by their husband every year , or a total of 
almost 1. 8 mill ion per year. It was an isolated incident 
( in the sense that there was only one such attack during the 
year) for only about one third of the violent couples . 
Almo s t  one out of five violent husbands attacked their part­
ner this severely twice during the yea r .  
Levinger ( 1 9 6 6 )  interviewed couples on their reasons 
for divorce and found 22 percent of the middle class and 40 
percent of t;he working class couples discussed "physical 
abuse" as a major complaint . O ' Brien ( 1 9 7 1 )  reported that 
17 percent of the couples he interviewed spontaneously men­
tioned violent behavior in their marriage . In a survey con­
ducted by the United States National Commiss ion on the 
Causes and Prevention of Violence which deals with approval 
of violence ( S tark & McEvoy , 1970) , one out of four men in 
this survey , and one out of six women , approve o f  a husband 
slapping a wife under certain conditions . Of course, some 
husbands who approve of slapping will  never do i t  and some 
who disapprove will slap , or worse . If so , violence at this 
minimal level o ccurs in at least one quarter of American 
fami l ies . 
One of the most startling surprises in the study of 
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famil y  vio lence has been finding that women are highly vul­
nerab le to being physically abused during pregnancy (Davidson , 
1978; Gelles et . al . ,  1980 ; Mart in , 1 9 7 6 ) . An earlier study of 
eighty families (Gelles , 1975) discovered that one-fourth 
of the women who were battered by their husbands were struck 
during pregnancy and that much of the beating was centered 
on the abdomen and stomach area of the body area . The experi-
mental group in this study consisted o f  families referred by 
a social service agency with a history of domestic violence . 
The control group consisted of some neighbors whose histories 
were unknown . In the control group , 34 percent reported at 
least one incidence o f  vio lence in their marriage . 
Physical abuse between spouses can sometimes culminate 
in serious injury or death . The FBI reports that one-fourth 
of a l l  murders occur within the family , and one-half of these 
are one spouse killing the other . In Kansas City a study re­
vealed 40 percent of the c i ty ' s  homicides were between 
spouses and in more than 80 percent o f  these cases , the 
police had been cal led at least once prior to the fatal 
episode . In almost one-half of the cases , the oolice had been 
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called five or more t imes in the two year period preceding 
the murder (Uniform Crime reports for the United States , 
1 9 7 5 ) .  Law enforcement agencies seem not to know how to co?e 
with the realities of these statistics . Agencies have diffi­
culty in obtaining convictions based on the original charge 
in the aggravated assault category . Only 6 8  percent of every 
one hundred adults arrested for aggravated assault in 1 9 7 5  
were even prosecuted , while 1 2  percent of these plea bargained 
to a lesser charge (Uni form Crime re�orts for the United 
States , 1 9 75 ) . 
� There is a widespread assumption that alcohol is the 
exclusive cause of marital violence. Although it does show 
up in many s tudies with some frequency , only 2 0  to 25 percent 
of abuse cases involve the use of alcohol (Davidson , 1978; 
Gelles et . al . , 1980 ; Martin , 1 9 7 6 ) . Gelles ( 19 74) observed 
that , "with those cases that did involve alcoho l ,  both 
husbands and wives clung to the fact that the man was drunk 
as a convenient means of forgiving or overlooking the 
violent act . Thus , he was abl e  to enj oy a ' tine out ' from 
taking responsibility for his behavior''  (p . 89 ) . Alcohol 
is the primary cause in only a few cases , and when the use 
of a l cohol is noted , i t  is by no means inevitably the cause 
of the disput e .  According to Gelles ( 1 9 74) alcohol leads 
to violence in nany cases because it sets off a primary 
conflict over drinking that can extend to arguments 
over the children , spending money , cooking and sex . 
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The motives for wife abuse are complex . Many research­
ers support the social and psychological explanations that 
have been suggested to be the important features character­
izing the syndrome of wifebeating (Davidson , 1978; Gelles 
e t . al . , 1980; Martin , 1 9 7 6 ) . Psychological testing with 
battered women is rare �nd what t e s t ing that has been done 
has been limited to interviews and paper and pencil tes t s . 
Pro j e c tive personality measures have not yet been explore d .  
Results from other asses sment devices are contradictory , 
reflecting the confusion and controversy that exis t s  con­
cerning this i s sue . One comparative study concluded ..that 
the underlying rationale for enduring such physical abuse 
is pas s ivity (Star , 1980 ) , while another comparative study 
concluded that abused women are more hos tile than non-abused 
women , thus predisposed to violence (Price & Arms trong , 
1 9 7 9 ) . 
At this time , there i s  no pub l ished research us ing oro­
j ec t ive personality asses sment technique with battered women . 
There is a need to inves t igate persona lity characteri s t i c s  
o f  this population to attemp t to clarify the present contro­
versy concerning possible causes and effects of physical 
abuse and aggress ion perpetrated upon women . 
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Review of the Literature 
Recent attention has focused on the social problem of 
violence between spouses . There i s  cons iderable theoretical 
l iterature on aggression in psychology and family vio lence 
in sociology . However, empirical data to confirm theoreti cal 
speculation has been l imited . Behind Closed Doors: 
Violence In The American Family Gelles , et . al . ,  ( 1 9 8 0 )  
was an initial national study to address the i s sue o f  
fami ly vio lence in America and document for the first t ime, 
the extent and inner conflicts involved within the American 
home, sheltered from the outs ide.  (Gelles , et . al . , 1980)  
a l l  pioneers in the field of family violence, examine the 
phenomenon of the wifebeating syndrome from a sociol ogical 
perspective . Their findings, the result o f  2, 143 interviews 
and e ight years of research, show how domes t i c  vio lence cuts 
acro s s  a l l  blood lines, education levels and incomes . Their 
results indicate that each gene�ation learns to b e  violent 
by being a participant in a vio lent fami l y .  
Social factors found to b e  related to wife abuse indi-
cate that the number of children, amount of stress and the 
power distribution in the family highly correlates with the 
frequency and severity of wife abuse (Gelles et . al . , 1980) . 
fl;( Other factors which have a strong influence on family violence 
are age, income, and having a ful l - time, par t - t ime , or no j ob .  
I 
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To a lesser extent , rel igion , res idence in a city or in the 
countr y ,  region o f  the country� and race are related to vio·· 
lence in the home . One o f-the more corrunon views about family 
violence is that . it is typically confined to fami lies who 
have a minimum education . Gelles , et . al . , ( 1980)  
conclude from their res earch that the most violent husbands 
were thos e  who had graduated from high schoo l .  The least 
violent were grarrunar school dropouts and men with some 
college education . Pollster Louis Harris , in a survey for 
the National Corruniss ion on the Cause and Prevention o f  
Vio l ence , found 5 percent more col lege- educated peop le 
approved o f  s lapping their spouses on "appropriate occas ions" 
than the national average did (Davidson , 1 9 7 8 ) . 
Psychologists at Michigan State University staged a 
series of physical fights in view o f  unsuspecting pas s e.r s ­
b y  t o  test the hypothes i s  that a man beating a woman in 
pub l ic was accepted and perceived as a private matter be­
tween the coup le (Straus , 1 9 7 6 ) . The res earchers found 
that male pas s ersby would come to the aid o f  men being 
a s s aulted either by women or by other men . They would res­
cue women apparently being hit by other wonen . But no 
pas s ersby interfered when the assault was perpetrated by a 
man upon a woman . Straus ( 1976)  suggests that "the male 
witnesses refrained from aiding the female victim because 
wifebeating is some kind of norm, and these men inf erred 
that the actor was the woman's husband'  (p . 64 ) . He refers 
to this as "the more general phenomenon of male ho stil ity 
to women" in men who are watching a violent act against 
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women , rather than cot!l.ITlitting it (p . 6 7 ) . 
Several researchers suggest that wifebeating i s  the re-... 
sult o f  the violence that i s  built into the very structure 
of the society and family system i t s e l f  (Davidson, 1978;  
Gelles e t . al . ,  1 98 0 ;  Martin, 1 9 7 6 ; Straus, 1 9 7 6 ) . These 
authors suggest that it is only one aspect of the general 
pattern of family violence which includes narent - child vio-
lence , child-to - child violence , and wife-to-husband violence . 
Straus ( 1 9 7 6 )  developed the the s i s  that the subord{nate po s i -
tion o f  women in both the family and the larger sexist s o c i -
ety both initiates and sustains violence against them . He 
suggests that the sexist orientation o f  s o c iety further con-
tributes to the wooan ' s  feel ings of helplessness and worth­
./�l e s s ne s s  once the violence begins . Limited 
.
j ob opportunities ,/ 
sex-role differentiation , and unequal respon s i b i l ity for � 
) chil d  rearing tends to keep her trapped in the violent re-
lationship . He suggests that questions such as the a s s o c i -
ation of violence and s ex r o l e  stereotyping , sexual inequal-
·ity, and power distribution within the fami ly , that are of 
s igni f icant social impact need to be empirically investi­
gated in order to clarify the causes and motives invo lved 
in the wifebeating proce s s . 
One later s tudy (Gelles e t . al . , 1980)  proved the exi s -
tence o f  a relationship be tween s everal o f  the s e  questions 
and violence .  A "Prediction" check l i s t  con s i s t ing o f  
twenty-five character i s t i c s  found to highly correlate with 
wife abuse was devised and accurately predicted the rate 
and s everity of beatings by husbands in violent home s . 
\v11characteris t i c s  found to be mos t  important for wifebeating 
)\;ere the husband dominating the family decisions , the wife 
� 
. 
as a ful l - t ime housewif e ,  and the wife very worried about 
the economic security of the fami ly . Straus ( 1 9 7 6 )  con-
tends that the high frequency with which phys ical violence 
is used by married couples , and especially the dispropor-
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tionate frequency with which wives are victims , reflects the 
structure of contemporary Euro-American societies in the 
form of cultural norms which implici tly make the marriage 
l icense a hitt ing license in the s exist  organization of 
both society and the family system .  
Cultural norms l egitimizing marital vio lence can be 
found in the legal system ,  in literary works , and in psycho­
logical experiments and surveys . Del Martin ( 19 7 6 )  author 
o f  Battered Wives , addresses this at great length in her 
boo k .  Regarding therapy for the battered wife Martin ( 1 9 7 6 ) 
cautions: 
The world of c l inical psychology or psychiatry 
is traditionally conservative and no more re­
flects sexual equality than does our criminal 
j us t ice sys tem and social service ins t i tutions . 
The c linic ian often adheres to the patriarchal 
myths that form our cul tural heritage . I f  the 
woman seeking psychotherapy does not shop 
around and proceed with skeptic ism, she may 
find herself in the care of a therapist who sub ­
scribes to the theories of female inferiority 
and innate masochism and actually bel ieves 
that a battered woman provokes or deserves the 
abuse she gets ( p . 1 5 5 ) .  
Sociolog i s t s  propos e  that the elimination o f  wi febeating 
w i l l  require changes in these cul tural norms and in the 
organization of the family and society which underlies the 
sys t em of vio lence on which so much of American society is 
based (Davidson , 1978; Ge l les et . al . , 1980; Martin , 1976;  
Straus , 1 9 76 ) . 
Along with the social factors that have been found to 
relate to the phenomenon of wife abuse are general psycho -
logical characteristics of the batterer that help explain 
1 1  
the motives for wifebeat ing . L�v self-�s _
teem, lack
__:>_
� �bil:.._
{
, 
,, 
itt to be open about his feelings , and very little under­
standing of what his real feelings are have been general 
characteristics found in the wifebeater (Davidson , 1 9 7 8 ; 
-� 
··--
Mar t in , 1 9 76 ) . O ' Brien ( 1 9 7 1 )  studied 150 individuals in-
valved in a divorce action . The violent husbands reoresent-
ed were 24 percent upper middle clas s ,  29 percent lower 
middle c las s ,  and 4 7  percent working c lass (defined as 
regularly emp loyed blue - c o l lar workers , paid hour l y ,  with a 
high school diploma or its  equivalent) . Both men and 
women were interviewe d .  O ' Brien found that the wifebeaters 
were character i s t ically underachievers in the work-earner 
role and deficient in certain status character i s t ic s , that 
is , their wives often had better education and j ob levels . 
According to O'Brien , a corrnnon characteris t i c  shared by 
a l l  these men was the concept of "the violent husband as 
a l ittle boy wanting to be grown up and superior , as he had 
been taught he should be , yet was not in fac t ;  requiring 
tho se around him to j oin his pretense if he were to survive 
phys ically . "  (p . 6 9 5 ) . The wifebeaters in O'Brien ' s  study 
did not know what they wanted nor did they see themselves 
c learly; and the wives did not want to believe what they 
were seeing: "Underneath his suner macho exterior, her 
husband i s  a dependent l i t t l e  boy who never grew up , except 
in brute s trength" (p . 6 9 6 ) . 
In a s tudy involving battered women and their a s s a i l ­
ants (Carlson , 1 9 7 7 ) ,  101 o f  260 battered women a s s i sted by 
1 2  
a wife-assault task force over an 1 8  month period were inter­
viewed . Sixty percent of the subj ects  were married, 2 2  oer­
cent were unmarried and l iving with the a s s ai lant and 5 ner­
cent were s ingle and living apart from the assailant . 
Seventy-two percent of the victims were lfuit e ,  2 7  percent 
were Black , and 1 percent was Oriental . Al though both the 
victim and assai lant had relatively low level s  of educat ion , 
the women had more education than the man in 45 percent of 
the 58 couples for whom educational data were avai lable, and 
the men had more education in only 1 7  �ercent o f  the couoles . 
Vi"c t ims reported a higher incidence o f  drug and alcohol abuse 
among their a s s a i lants than among themselve s . In addition 
to improving men ' s  and women ' s  ability to support thems elves 
and their fami lies , the author recommends that effor.t s  b e  
made t o  e liminate the beliefs  that ( a )  men's s tatus must 
be higher than women ' s, ( b )  men who are not dominant are 
not masculine and not adequate , and ( c )  phys ical power and 
coercion are val i d  means of solving dispute s . 
A pioneering s tudy by Eisenberg and Micklow ( 1 9 7 7 )  
res earched the frus trating conditions a battered wife met 
with in trying to get help in the s tate of Michigan. In the 
s tudy of 2 0  cases, 2 5  percent of the husbands represented 
whi t e - collar profe s s ional s ,  including two olant managers, 
an attorney , an engineer , and a corpora-
husband is a dependent little boy who never grew up, except 
in brute s trength" (p . 6 9 6 ) . 
In a study involving battered women and their assail­
ants (Carlson, 1 9 7 7 ) , 101  of 260 battered women a s s i sted by 
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a wife-assault task force over an 18 month period were inter­
viewed . Sixty percent of the subj ec ts were married, 2 2  oer­
cent were unmarried and living with the assai lant and 5 ner­
cent were s ingle and l ivirig apart from the assai lant . 
Seventy-two percent of the victims were lfuite, 2 7  oercent 
were Black, and 1 percent was Oriental . Although both the 
victim and assailant had relatively low levels of educat ion , 
the women had more education than the man in 45 percent of 
the 58 couples for whom educational data were availabl e ,  and 
the men had more education in only 1 7  percent of the couples . 
Victims reported a higher incidence of drug and alcohol abuse 
among their assailants than among themselves . In addit ion 
to improving men ' s  and women ' s  abi lity to support themselves 
and their families , the author recommends that effor.ts be 
made to eliminate the beliefs that (a)  men ' s  s tatus must 
be higher than women ' s, (b) men who are not dominant are 
not masculine and not adequate, and ( c )  phy s i cal power and 
coercion are val i d  means of so lving disputes . 
A pioneering study by Eisenberg and Micklow ( 1 9 7 7 )  
researched the frustrating conditions a battered wife met 
with in trying to get help in the s tate o f  Michigan . In the 
study of 20 cases, 2 5  percent o f  the husbands represented 
white-collar professionals, including two Plant managers , 
an attorney , an engineer , and a corpora-
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tion president . The average educational attainment of the 
assailants was l�. 2  years , a little more than one year of 
col lege. In SO percent of the cases , there was no violent 
physical b ehavior reported between the parents of the 
ass ailants . Despite the men's knowledge of inflict ing non­
visible inj uries, mos t  of the wifebeaters in this s tudy 
attacked the head mo s t  frequently , and then the face . About 
one- third of the husbands chose the abdominal area for blows 
during pregnancy . More than SO percent did not s top until 
they had punched and k{cked a l l  parts of the victim ' s  body . 
The weapons used , besides fis t s  and fee t ,  were guns , knives, 
a broom, a leather belt,  a brus h ,  a pillow ( t o  smother ) , a 
hot iron, lighted cigarettes , and a piece of railroad track . 
In addition , the se husbands emp loyed verbal threats of 
kil l ing and threats to kil l the children also . One man 
who s e  assaults resulted in his wife's need for medical treat ­
men t , forced her to cancel the doctor appointment . The 
reasons for these beatings were not comp lex . Some men re­
ported they wanted dinner ready when they came home , and it 
was not , or the house was not c lean enough . One wife did 
not " think before she spoke" and one husband was "tired and 
cro s s "  (P. 2 3 ) . Two ass ailants found the ·wife as leep when 
his impulse to attack occurre d . 
In another study ( Symonds , 1978) , personality traits 
and interpersonal reactions of couples whos e  marriages were 
violence-prone were examined . The findings divided vio lent 
marriages into two types : (a)  violence is introduced at an 
early s tage and is mainly due to the preexis ting character 
structure o f  the husband; (b)  violence results from conf licts 
aris ing directly from the marriage relationship and often 
indicated a failure of conununication . Symonds concluded that 
conflicts  triggering violent reac t ions usually involve i s sues 
of power , intimacy , or boundries and that the behavior o f  
one partner typically threatens the psychological defenses 
of the other . 
Results from the res earch by Gelles , et. al , 
( 1 980) report a c l ear relationship betueen the hus -
band as victim o f  abuse as a child and later abuse to the 
wife . The wifebeating rate for men who were not phys ically 
punished in their teens was about two out o f  one hundred . 
They found that as the amount of physical punishment experi­
enced as a child increas e s , the rates o f  wifebeat ing also 
accelerates . Furthermore , those men who experienced the 
most punishment as teen-agers had a rate of wifebeatin� that 
was four times great�r than those whose parents �rl10 did not hit 
them . Thos e  men who experienced both abuse as a teen-ager, 
as well as growing up in a house whos e  parents frequently 
hit each other, had the highest rate of violence in their 
own marriages. About one out of four of them used physical 
force on thei� partners in the survey year , and one out of 
every ten husbands who experienced this much violence at 
home as a child turned out to be a wifebeater . This i s  a 
6 0 0  percent .greater rate of wifebeating than was found for 
the husbands who came from non-violent homes . 
The role of the woman in the wifebeating pattern has 
invest igated and remains a very sens i t ive and contro-
versial issue . Theories of provocation have developed out 
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of the social s ciences; they fall under the general heading 
o f  "victimo logy" (Martin , 1976 ) . Accordtng to this theory , 
victims are treated as if they created the situation in 
which they find themselves , and are held resµonsible for 
their own prob lems , irrespective o f  other contributing 
factors . Schafer (1968)  writes that the victim-precipitation 
theory requires the victim "to do nothing to provoke others 
and to at tempt actively to prevent a crime in order to escaoe 
responsibility'  (p . 152) . Martin ( 1 9 7 6 )  react s  to this view : 
In the case of marital violence ,  where the 
assailant and victim live together inti­
mately , however ,  I cannot see how it is 
possib l e  never to annoy or anger one's part­
ner at some time or another . Implicit in 
the theory , as Schafer des cribes it , is the 
warning , "Stay in your place . Do what your 
husband bids , and he won't beat you" (p . 156 ) . 
Cap l an and Nelson (1974)  argue that a nerson-blarne bias 
arises from too much concentration on vic tim ' s  behavior 
and not enough on the offenders'.  They see this bias as the 
result of erroneous definitions of the 9roblem, and that 
empirical research is badly neede d .  The alternative to 
studying individual psyches is a situation -centered examina-
tion of the powerful physical , social and economic forces 
that influence individual s . 
Regarding the psychological perspective of the role of 
the battered wot!lan , Weiss t ein (19 70) s tates ; "the basic pro-
b lem is that psychology has nothing to say about what women 
are really like , what they need and what they wan t ,  e s s en-
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tia l ly because psychology does not know (p . 208) . She con­
tends that the kind of psychology which has addressed itself 
to how people act and who they are fails to under�tand why 
they act the way they do and what might make them act differ­
ent l y .  Psychiatrists and clinical psychologists have drawn 
theories from their practice based on " s tuff so fliosy and 
transparently biased as to have ab solutely no standing as 
empirical evidence" (Weis s tein ,  1 9 7 0 , p . 2 0 9 ) . Years of clin­
ical experience is no substitute for empirical evidence, 
Weis s teii1 ( 1970 ) clair.ls ; "The problem with a discipline which 
rests its findings on insight , sensitivity , and intuition is 
that it can confirm for all time the biases that one s tarted 
with" (p . 210) . Martin ( 1 9 7 6 )  also comments , " In other words , 
if a psychiatrist b elieves that a battered wife somehow pre­
cipitated the crime against her , he will interpret her words 
and actions , and even her dreams , to support that theory" 
(p . 155) . 
Terry Davidson (19 78) explores the role o f  the woman in 
the wifebeating process . Data ·she gathered from numerous 
therapis ts and couns elors working with couples revealed that 
the battered wife is not blameles s .  Peretti and Buchanan 
(1978)  conducted a s tudy to determine (a)  specific psycho­
social behavioral variab les associated with chronic and 
acute battered wives , (b)  similarities and/or differences o f  
each, and ( c )  their influence on helping the wives endure 
the battered wife ro le . · One hundred eighty-four 24 to 56 
year old women who had consul ted and were referred by 1 o f  
17 physicians were interviewed .  Results sug8e s t  18 
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variables relevant t o  the battered wife role . They found 
s ignificant differences between thos e�as sociated with either 
the chronic or acute battered wife role . Cultural tradi tion , 
soc ializat ion, and learning were l i s ted as maj or influences 
to be considered in the development o f  male and female 
gender roles fac i l itating the wifebeating proces s .  
Carol Victor ( c i ted in Davidson , 1978)  a therap i s t  who 
has had success in help ing battered marriages become viable 
again , explains the woman ' s  role in the problem : 
Whatever is happening, it is satisfying s ome un­
healthy need that should b e  c larified , perhaps a 
need from childhood to b e l ieve that she cannot 
do much of anything , or that she needs to be kept 
under contro l .  At the thought of removing her­
s e l f  from the violent marriage, she thinks, " I  
know what I ' ve got; I'm scared of what I might 
get" (p . 52) . 
This reflects the social conditioning many women are subject-
e d  t o  a l l  their lives . 
These women are not the s t ereotypical, uneducated , lower-
class housewives , dependent on their husbands for total eco-
nomic and emotional security . According to Victor , ( c ited in 
Davidson , 1 9 7 8 ) :  
Many are outs tandingly attrac t ive and we l l - dressed 
women who are succe s s ful in business or profess­
ions . They are not ready to identify themselves 
as "battered women . "  Some women feel disgust, a 
sense that "this i s  so lower c las s , "  but wifebeat­
ing happens in the b e s t  of fami lies (p . 5 3 ) . 
In her s tudy of eighty c l ients with the problem of wifebeat-
ing , a l l  socioeconomic educational educational classes were 
represented (Davidson , 1978) . Four of the battered wives 
had completed graduate schoo l , s ix had comp leted college , 
seventeen had attended col lege . Nine of the wifebeaters 
had comp leted graduate school ( s everal were Ph . D .  ' s  and 
M . D .  ' s ) and nine !1ad comp leted col lege . 
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According to Victor ( c ited in Davidson , 1 9 7 8 ) , though 
the economic· background of the battered woman might indicate 
a measure of independence ,  in personality , she may be every­
thing a male chauvini s t  could desire . She s tates : 
She may look up to the male as superior , and look 
do-vm on all women , including herself , as inferior . 
The wifebeater , who has an overwhelming sense of 
frustration and inadequacy , consumes a great 
amount of energy l iving up to the old-fashioned 
masculine s tereotype , and then finds it too diffi­
cul t .  The wifebeater sees the wife as not being 
able to take care of herself and yet he cannot 
take care of her either . The wife ' s  dependence 
on this man finally becomes too much for him . He 
expects himsel f ,  and his wife exryects him , to 
have all the answers , to be the �trong one . His 
sense of inadequacy is increas e d ,  because he can­
not fulf i l l  the fantas y .  The woman is being what 
she has been conditioned to be , what she thought 
her husband wanted . It does not work . He cannot 
express his frustration in words . He expres ses 
hims e l f  in violence (p . 5 3 - 54) . 
Rounsavi lle ( 1 9 7 8 )  s tudied 3 1  battered women and found s imi-
lar results . He interviewed and assessed this population us-
ing the Center for Ep idemio logical Studies Depression Scale , 
the Social Adj ustment Scale , and the Recent Life Events Scale . 
rhe evidence supports the social and psychological explana-
tions offered , in at least a portion of the samp l e . He con-
tended that this underlies the need for a systems-analys i s  
approach to the problem; viewing fami ly violence a s  the fina l ,  
common pathway o f  mul t ip l e  determinants . In particular , he 
sugg ests that the important feature characterizing the syn­
drome of wifebeating is the intense and exclus ive dyadic sys-
tern in which the couple i s  enoeshe d .  1•n1ile as individuals 
the man may not be violent and the woman unwilling to tolerate 
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abuse , once in the relationship , a dynamic is created in 
which violence recurs in a stable fashion . 
Mel Grey (cited in Davids on,  1 9 7 8 ) , o f  the Men ' s  Aware-
ness Network in S t .  Paul , adds : 
Men are taught to conceal· their vulnerability 
and emotions . They are thrust into the role 
of breadwinner and protector , and the result­
ing pres sure can lead to resentment over the 
responsibi l i ty , with the woman often times 
feeling the brunt of res entment i f  expre s s e d .  
The woman , on the other hand , is seen a s  a 
weak , emotional and dependent person who lacks 
status ( e . g . , gives up her home , ceases to 
earn money , e tc . ) .  She "nags" because she is 
not p l eased with this role , and the mari is 
often times the only person to whom she can 
express her frustrations . Portrayed by the 
media as dumb and/or indecis ive , obj ectified 
in advert i s ing as unable to control th� "ring 
around the col lar , "  what does it matter if 
she is beaten? (p . 54) . 
Tes t ing with battered women has yielded contradictory 
results . One s tudy inve s t igated the possibi l i ty that women 
who were battered were predisposed to this abuse (Price & 
Ar�strong , 1 9 7 9 ) . Thirty women who had separated from their 
husbands for this reason and thirty controls who· had separat-
ed for other reasons were rated us ing the Ho s t i l ity-Direction 
o f  Hostility Questionnair e .  In the battered group , fathers 
had more mental i l lnes s ,  were more violent , and tended to be 
more s tr ic t .  Battered women more often witnessed violence 
by their husbands toward others prior to marriage . Re sults 
also indicated that battered wives tend to come from more 
dis turbed backgrounds ,  may provoke violence from their hus-
bands and have poorer phys ical health and tend to have chi l­
dren with poorer phys ical health than contro l s . Both groups 
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emerged as significantly more hostile than normal subj ects . 
In contrast , another study (S tar , 1980) involving 5 7  
battered and. non-battered women who sought refuge a t  Haven 
Hous e ,  a shelter in the Los Ange les area were administered 
the Bus s - Durkee Hos tility-Gui l t  Inventory , the 16 PF, and a 
background information ques tionnaire . Findings challenge 
the masochism theory , pointing to p a s s ivity , rather than the 
need for maltreatment, as the rationale underlying the endur-
ance of physical abus e .  
The as sump t ion that women who live with a violent mate 
must s omehow enjoy being beaten and that the violence is 
s omehow related to sexual s t imulation is a common misconcep-
tion held in this society. Karen Horney (19 7 3 )  said in The 
Neurotic Personality of Our Time : 
We have to tackle a misunderstanding, which con­
sists in confounding actual suffering with the 
tendency to suffer . There is no warrant for j ump­
ing to the conclusion that since suffering exis ts , 
there i s  therefore, a tendency to incur i t  or . 
enj oy it (p . 2 6 1 ) . 
Elizabeth Truninger (cited in Martin, 1 9 7 6 )  agrees with 
Horney and sugges t s  that the pattern and frequency of wife­
beating merely demons trates that some women tolerate violence 
(for whatever reasons ) ,  not that they invite i t . 
The concept of feminine masochi sm, put forth by Freud 
has been challenged in recent years and trans lated into a 
culturally det ermined process to explain how and why ·women 
become victims of abuse (Davidson, 1978;  Gelles e t . al . , 
1980; Martin , 1976 ; Shaines s ,  1979;  Straus , 197 6 ; Symonds , 
1 9 7 9 ) . I t  i s  suggested tbat women ' s  gender restric t ion in 
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society has played a large part in the evolution of a sub­
mis s ive / s elf- destructive style that increases their vulner-
abi l ity to violence . Davidson ( 1 9 7 8 )  reports that therapists 
whom she interviewed who worked with battered women , could 
not confirm this . 
Many women grow conditioned to accept as part 
of their wifely duty , whatever behavior a-hus ­
band manifests . The closest to enj oyment was 
noncomp laint : An occas ional woman felt gui l ty . 
She must have deserved i t  for some mis s tep on 
her part and therefore , would not allow h�rself 
to complain . Again this was part of her tradi­
tional conditioning . Categorizing women in 
general , or battered wives in particular , as 
masochists is not so different from accusing 
victims of rape of taking pleasure in the event · 
(p . 65) . 
Early researchers found the free-floating guilt as well , but 
none of the women indicated they liked b e ing har�e d .  
The false idea that violence serves a s  a sexual s tim-
ulant seems to b e  a male fantasy (Davidson , 1 9 7 8 ) . In Carol 
Victor ' s  ( cited in Davidson , 1 9 7 8 )  survey of 80 c lients 
coming to the Growth Life Center , no battered wives desired 
sexual relations with their husbands after being beaten , 
although 18 husbands did; and 19 husbands had attacked b e -
cause their wives had not wanted sex . Research on the sub -
j ec t  o f  masochism and sadism in conjugal crime concludes 
that one should be cautious against assuming that a woman 
is masochis t i c  ( S cott , 1974) . Dr . Peter D .  Scot t , Chairman 
of a committee o f  the Royal Coliege of Psychiatr i s t s  in 
England , suggests that instead : 
One should look at the alternative exolana­
tions . . . covert threats to her or the 
children . . .  inability . to find alternative 
housing or support ,  isolation . . Where 
there are no bars to e s cape , and the wife , 
especially a chil dless  wife , persis tently 
returns to a' batt ering husband , then it is 
reasonable to look for a masochistic e l e ­
ment ; (however , )  i t  must b e  remembered 
that the expectations of marriage in some 
women who are· themselves from vio lent fam­
ilies may b e  very low, and the hope of re­
newed affection in an aging or lonely 
woman may yet be s trong . . . .  The sadistic 
element in the husband is much more clearly 
recognizab le . . . .  Sadism is not the s ame 
a s  bullying or cal lous cruelty . .  
11asochists like being hurt , but they also sub­
mit voluntarily and to retain some control of 
the situation , they avoid punishment like the 
rest of us . . . .  It is expected that future 
res earch will demons trate that frank maso­
chism or sadism in either marital partner is 
not a central feature of wife batt ering 
(p . 433-l�l)  . 
Selected Review of the Hand Test 
Next to our eye s , we probably depend mo s t  on 
our hands to aid us in making our way through 
life . . . .  (but) The hands , and not the eyes 
constitute the final check on what is real in 
the world . . . .  The hands and not the eyes 
or ears furnish the more kinesthetic feed­
back , and consequently the mos t  intra­
individual information (Wagner , 1 9 6 2 , p . l ) .  
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Much of the research with the Hand Test has concerned itself 
with the ques tion of whether it could succe s s ful ly discrim­
inat e  between known clinical group s . Hand Test resul t s  have 
differentiated normal s  and neurotics from schizophrenics 
(Wagner ,  1961; Wagner , 1 9 6 2 )  and identified aggres s ive b e -
havior o f  ins t itutionalized s chizophrenics (Wagner & 
Medvedef f ,  1963) . Extensive reviews of the Hand Test liter-
ature are summarized e l s ewhere (Bricklin ,  Piotrowski, 0! Wagner , 
1962; Hoover , 1978; 11inouri, 1 9 7 0 ; Sel� , 1965 ; Shaw ,5,_ Linden, 
19 6l�) . 
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The Hand Test (Wagner , 1 9 6 2 )  possesses several desirable 
characteristics as a proj ective technique . I t  is s imple to ad­
minis t e r ,  score, and interpret , and it is also nonthreatening 
and brie f .  It consists  of a series o f  nine cards presented 
in s tandardized order , with a drawing of a hand on each , and 
a tenth card which is b l ank . The subj ect i s  instructed to 
tell what the hand might be doing ; for the blank card the 
subj ect is asked to imagine a hand and t e l l  what it might be 
doing . The examiner records the responses verbatim along with 
ini t ial response times per card and other s ignificant b e ­
havior . Responses are scored accordinp, to 1 5  basic scoring 
categories as well as an Acting Out Ratio (AOR) derived from 
five of these basic scores : (Affection + Dependency + 
Communication) : (Direction + Aggre s s ion) . This score was 
intended to have special reference to the prediction of 
overt aggress ive behavior , but it was also suggested that i t  
reveals the individual in the present , not how one was or 
could be (Wagner , 1 9 6 2 ) . A recent review of research on 
the Hand Test (Hoover , 1 9 7 8 )  concluded that the Hand Test 
has merit in many clinical app l i cations for children , 
ado l e scents and adul t s . The ins truments ' potential in diverse 
asses sment s ituations i s  discussed and the wide spectrum of 
prac t i t ioners that utilize i t .  The research presented 
points toward the Hand Test as being a valuab le quanti tative 
mult i - d imensional instrument which uredicts behaviors . 
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Two Hand Test and 18 Rorschach variables s ignificantly 
differentiated two .. subgroups 9t aggress ive and nonaggres s ive 
alcoholics (Haramis & \1Jagner , 1 9 8 0 ) . The aggress ive 
group could be characterized as ho s t i l e , impuls ive , under­
contro l l e d ,  undersoc ialized, and deficient in the capacity 
to pursue construct ive environmental obj ectives . The 
results were largely in accord with other proj ective 
studies o f  known acting-out groups . The 11 predictor 
variables that emerged appear to have practical value for 
recognizing the potential acting-out alcoho l i c  and also 
provide evidence for the construct validity for both the 
Hand Test and the Rorschach proj ective techniques . 
The AOR is one of the mos t  s ignificant Hand Test 
predictors . I t  was des igned to predict "acting-out" 
behavior which can be defined as " .  . a subj ect ' s  
behaving in such a way as to bring him to the attention o f  
others (police , cour t ,  s chool authori ties , guidance 
c l in ics , psychiatri s t s , etc. ) as a result of over aggress ive 
behavior . . .  " (Wagner , 19 6 2 ,  p . 26 ) .  The AOR has been 
used to differentiate good from ppor inst itut ional 
adjus tment of j uvenile del inquents (Azcarate & Gutierrez , 
1 9 69 ) . The Maladjus tment (MAL) category (resnonses 
represent ing difficulty carrying out various action tendenc ies , 
because of subj ectively expe-rienced inner weakne s s  and/or 
external prohibition) was also examined in making a signifi­
cant contribution to the AOR ,  in determining ins titutional 
adjus tment . I t  was found that a combination of the AOR and 
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the MAL category is a more eff�cient prediction of institution­
al adjus tment than is either alone . 
Another study (Brodsky & Brodsky , 1 9 6 7 )  addressing the 
issue o f  predictive validity with the Hand Test was concerned 
with the retrospec tive and prospective relationship of the 
Hand Test to antisocial behavior . The Acting Out Score and 
to a limited degree other s cores were s tudied in relationship 
to offense type of 614 �ilitary prisoners , their subs equent 
disciplinary problems in adjus ting to confinement and an 
Army measure of mental ability . S ignificant differences · 
were observed between the mean AOS ' s  of subj ects who had 
committed offenses against people and against property and 
between subj ects who were subsequently model prisoners and 
disciplinary offenders . The mental ability measure was 
minimal ly related to the Hand Test resoonse categories . 
Considerable overlap was obs erved in AOS distributions o f  
the varying antisocial groups and the AOS was felt t o  b e  
of questionab le value in predic ting antisocial behavior in 
confinement .  
In general , subsequent s tudies have corroborated the 
efficiency o f  the AOR in predicting aggre ssive behavior . 
Higdon and Brodsky (1973)  s tudied the Hand Test AOR with 
respect to written measures of hostility toward self- task 
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and experimenter , and was used to test  for aggress ion caus­
ed by experimentally induced s tress in 120 male undergrad­
uat e s . Wiggins MMPI Hos ti l ity Scale was also compared with 
the Hand Test AOR. It was found that while the written mea­
sure reflected the effects o f  the experimentally induced 
s tres s ,  the. AOR did not ; nor did the AOR scores correlate 
s ignificantly with the content-derived ho s t i l i t y  scal e .  I t  
was concluded that i f  one wants t o  find i f  individuals are 
angered by frustrating s i tuations , simply asking them is a 
more effective and accurate method . The authors ryoint out 
that this study may not be an indication o f  the efficacy of 
the Hand Test AOR's predictions in real l i fe situations due 
to the nature of the experimentally induced s tress in the 
study . 
In a prel iminary inve s tigat ion o f  the predi c t ive valid­
ity of the Hand Test (Wets e l ,  Shapiro & Wagner , 1 9 6 7 )  the 
AOR s ignificantly differentiated del inquent recidivists from 
non-recidivi s t s . Subj ec�s were 25 recidivists (R) and 25 
non - recidivi s t s  (NR) with a mean age o f  15 . 0  years for both 
group s . The Hand Test pro tocols previously adminis tered as 
part of the "intake referral" were dra·wn from the files of 
the j uvenile court . Subj ects were individually matched with 
respect to age , intelligence ,  sex, race and nature of the 
fir s t  offens e .  The AOR s ignificantly differentiated delin­
quent recidivis t s  from non-recidivi s t s , correctly categoriz­
ing 6 6  percent o f  the subj.ects and the AGG score s ip;nif icantly 
differentiated 68 percent of the subj ects . The authors con­
cluded that their findings indicated that nredictiori of delin-
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quent recidivism above base rate expectations can b e  accom­
plished with psyc?ological tes ting . Further , on the basis of 
their preliminary findings , it would seem that j uvenile re­
cidivis ts have at least one personality trait in common which 
predisposes them toward repeated offene s ,  namely , a basic 
aggress ive orientation toward the world . 
A modification o f  Wagner's Hand Test ( Sarbin , Wenk & 
Sherwood ,  1968)  clas sified over 7 3  percent of a sample of 
a s s aultive offenders and matched nonassaultive offenders . 
With the permission of the author of the te s t ,  the stimulus 
items were transferred to s l ides , limiting the responses to 
one per s lide , facilitating group administration . To in­
crease the reliability and usefulness of the t es t ,  twelve 
additional drawings representing the hand in various atti­
tudes were include d .  The additional items were referred to 
as the DVI Hand Tes t .  
The final sample of subj ects after a select ion proce­
dure consisted on twenty assaultive and twenty nonassaultive 
subj ects . When the Wagner Hand Test was used �s one pre­
dictor and the SO Scale of the CPI as another , all assaultive 
offenders were correctiy identified but 2 7  percent of the 
nonassaultive o ffenders were mis clas sified ( false positives ) .  
The authors conclude that in spite of this , the results of 
using disjunctive criteria sugges t s  the utility of such· 
tes ting procedures for selecting specific kinds of parolees 
(assault-prone) for specific kinds of parole programs (vio­
lence prevention) . In sura , the re levance of these findings 
to the theoretical orientation proposed in their paper 
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(Sarbin , Wenk & She-rwood , 1968) is aoriarent . Given a set o f  
graphic represent�tions of the hand , persons with known histo­
ries  o f  assaultive conduct will have a higher access- ordering 
for violence-related responses than persons with re latively 
benign his tories . The hand as the primary instrument of 
assault seems to pull for responses that can be placed on the 
assaultivenes s  dimension . 
The Hand Test was s elected as the personality assessment 
technique in this comparative s tudy of battered women and 
non-battered women because of the obvious nature of the pro­
j ective s timulus (pictures of hands) and its relationship 
to the women who had been physically abus e d .  The Hand Test 
seemed potentially suitable for this population in that it 
purports to measure "prototypal action tendencies . 
crucial for interacting with and relating to the external 
world" (Hagner , 1 9 6 2 , p . l ) . The Acting Out Ratio (AOR) and 
the Aggress ion (AGG) score seemed specifically relevant to 
assess  the battered woman ' s  potential anger and any other 
reactions she might be experiencing as a result of physical 
abuse . Also , since the Hand Test seems to be optimally 
sensitive to the subj ect ' s  irrunediate psychological s tat e ,  
it seems particularly relevant t o  assess  the battered woman 
who is presently in a crisis situation that may evoke a 
variety o f  individual psychological reactions . 
Among others , Davidson ( 1 9 7 8 )  lends support to the 
thesis that the AOR would be higher for many battered women . 
Results from her interviews with middle - c lass battered 
women found that their response to the fear resul ting from 
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the wifebeat ing syndrome tends t o  be withdrawal , s i lence and 
deni al . For these women , fighting back would b e  foreign to 
the way she was brought up . Exposing her husband- as sailant 
would b e  foreign to her also . For these women wifebeating 
comes as a s tupefying shock . Their reac t ion to their vre-
dicament , often mistaken by others as masochism, is cowering 
and submi s s ion , not retaliation or action . They are the 
ones whose marriages are lived out o f  fear , trying to p lease 
and appease , terrified of inadvertently making the wrong 
move . All their energies go into making the relat ionship 
survive with as l i t t l e  violence as possible . Marriage is 
important to them. They may have an unspec ified guilt that 
they must be at fault in some way , so they keep trying to 
identify and rectify i t . ·  Or they may be come numb , res igned , 
uncapable o f  independent thinking . Davidson ( 19 7 8 )  s tates : 
Their world is limited by their cocoon o f  fear . 
They become accomo l ices in their own dmrofal l ,  
as they lie about- the cause o f  their obvious 
inj uries , returning to the injurer as i f  they 
loved him and were loved in return , defending 
him when anyone begins .to susp ect the truth . 
For these women , keep ing the image o f  a social­
ly and rel igiously accep tab le oarriage takes 
priority over the possible consequences of ex­
po sure . Their husbands agree (� . 5 2 ) . 
When the pattern o f  not getting any rel ief has set in , 
along with the pattern o f  wifebeating , the woman j us t  wants 
everything to be a l l  right again . But since that now seens 
impo s s ible , she cannot think o f  other alternatives . Furthe r ,  
Davidson ( 1 9 7 8 )  states : 
I f  her husband goes through a period o f  try­
ing to win her back , typical of some wife­
beaters when they fear they ' ve gone too far 
and may lose the woman , she becomes confused . 
She longs to b e l ieve this new wooing behavior 
will last ( p . 5 2 ) . 
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Battered wives tehd to be iso�ated (Davidson , 1 9 7 8 ; Martin , 
1 9 7 6 )  from other women , from friends , and from the community . 
Therap i s ts and counse lors working with these women report � 
that many of these women have less  respect and liking for 
women than for men , until therapy has progressed for some 
time . They have devalued women and themselves , seeing men 
as res cuers ; res cuing them from an unpleasant j ob ,  from par­
ents , from another wifebeating man , from loneline s s . But 
then the rescuer turns out to be the Dersecuter . Among Carol 
Victor ' s  ( c ited in Davidson , 1 9 7 8 )  cl ients , 60 percent were 
not "al lowed to initiate and maintain relationships with 
friends and family . "  Some were allowed only his friends and 
some of the women could have friends in the home only , not 
outs ide" (p . 5 6 ) . Clearly , Davidson ( 1 9 7 8 )  states : 
The kind of woman who becomes a battered wife 
is either not outraged by this form of dicta: 
torship over her private life or else per­
ceives hers elf as powerless to change i t . The 
noose tightens as she begins to lose her poten­
tial allies and rescuers ( p . 5 7 ) . 
Carol Victor ' s  ( c i ted in Davidson , 1 9 7 8 )  c l ient s , when 
asked what their feelings were toward their husbands and 
toward themselves during and after the beatings , responded 
with the sense of total inadequacy that they fel t ,  the total 
v i c t imizat ion . Many wives were so out of touch with their 
feel ings , that they hardly considered thems elves as persons , 
important enough to think , to have reasonable responses to 
being persecuted . One- fourth of the women rep lied , " I  don ' t  
know . "  The next highest score was "degraded" . Others sa i d ,  
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"I don ' t  deserve it ' ' . S t i l l  others directed negative feel­
ings of "anger , gui l t , frustration and hate" toward them-
s elves (p . 5 5 ) . 
A likely reaction to abuse by a husband would be ange r .  
But many of these women have troub l e  express ing their anger . 
Having b ecome such nonpersons in their m·m eyes , they of ten 
turn to the anger at the assai lant inward (Davidson , 1 9 7 8 ) . 
The resul t i s  feel ings of gui l t , and s e l f - b lame . Or some-
times , the woman may displace the anger , beyond her control 
and rationality , to someone e l s e  close at hand . Davidson 
( 19 7 8) comments "This i s  what i s  going on when , as occas ion-
al police accounts attest , the battered wife turns on the 
police coming to intervene or on the hospital personnel or 
the social worker or even her o-vm chi l dren" (p . 5 6 ) . 
Most battered women do not seek psychological help ¢ 
The woman who does go to counseling does so with many anx-
ieties . Some women feel gui l t , fear , and/or shame over her 
predicament . Another type of c l ient , usually a younger 
woman , comes into counseling feeling angry and frus trat e d .  
A l l  her attempts t o  use the societally provided means o f  
help have backfired.  Mindy Resnick ( c i ted in Davidson , 
1 9 7 8 )  a counselor for battered women reports that this 
woman has more of a chance because she has not yet been 
conditioned to accept her fate . 
In sum, current l i terature addressing the is sue of 
battered women has primarily focused on the sociological 
and cultural influences affecting the development of spouse 
abus e .  The recent growth of violence toward women , includ-
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ing rap e ,  assault , wifebattering , and marital rape , has rais­
ed questions of whether any personality trait or psychologic­
al difficulty furthers their vulnerab i l i ty . The present 
study is an attempt to inves tigate proj ective personality 
test response differences between battered and non-battered 
women , as measured by the Hand Tes t .  Battered women in this 
s tudy , will be those women resi ding in she lters seeking re­
fuge from their assailant . Consequent ly , the se women will 
be experienc ing many of the react ions and feel ings discus sed 
above . Since intell igence has not been a variable in other 
comparative studies , it too will be measured using the Quick 
Tes t ,  a brief screening measure of int elligence .  
Research with battered women us ing the Hand Test has 
not been reporte d .  The purpose of the present study is not 
only to determine whether responses of battered women indi­
cate a higher AOR than non-battered women , but also to test 
the ins t rument ' s  ab ility to reflect s tate characteris tics in 
bat tered women and attempt to assess  the instrument ' s  rele­
vancy for use with this population . I t  is hypothe s i zed that 
a s ignificant difference will b e  found be tween groups in 
responses to the Hand Test variab les ; specifical ly , women in 
res i dential treatment centers will show a greater number of 
responses to those variab les which contribute to the total 
Acting Out Ratio of the Hand Tes t . 
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Method 
Partic ipants 
Initially , participants cons i s ted of 26 women (battered 
group) who were temporarily residing in 2 midwest shelters 
for battered women and 2 6  women (non-bat tered group) attend­
ing adult education classes at a local community col le�e . 
Once testing was initiated with the non-battered group , i t  
was discovered that 9 of the 2 6  women had been battere d .  
Consequently , the se 9 persons constituted a third grou? re­
ferred to as "community battered . "  
The mean age for the battered grou� was 2 7 . 04 . , with a 
SD of 5 . 5 8 ;  the mean I� was 9 1 . 6 2 . ,  with a SD of 10 . 35 .  The 
mean age for the community living groun was 2 6 . 6 7 . ,  with a 
SD 4 . 10 ;  the mean iQ was 9 5 . 3 3 . , with a SD o f  3 . 3 5 .  The mean 
age for the non-battered grouo was 24 . 5 9 . ,  with a SD of 6 . 15 ;  
the mean IQ was 9 9 . 82 . , with a SD of 14 . 14 .  There were no 
significant IQ and age differences found be t·1;-1een the grouD s . 
Asses sment Techniques 
A l l  persons were first adminis tered the three single 
forms of the Quick Test (Ammons & Ammons ,  1 9 6 2 ) . The �uick 
Test (QT) is des igned for rapid screening o f  verbal- percep ­
tual int e l l igence in practical s ituations . The three forms 
o f  the QT are "short forms " of the Ful l - Rang;e Picture 
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Vocabulary Test (Ammons , Ammons , & Shearn , 195 0 ) , one of the 
mos t  widely used brief tests of intelligence . Reliabi lities 
.. 
for the Ful l - Range P i cture Vocabulary Test (FRVP) are high , 
with an e s t imated . 9 3 for the adult group , Form A with Form B .  
Val i dity 'for the FRVP with the Wechsler vocabulary test  is 
also high with a reported . 8 5 and . 8 6 .  �uick Test e s t imates 
of reliab i l ity for the 3 forms were assessed using the mean 
interform estimate and the Spearman- Brown formula . Predicted 
3 - form reliab i l ity for the random samp le for leve l s  CA 2 
through 1 2 th grade was 9 8 ;  predicted 3 - forrn reliab i l i t y  for 
the adult group , CA 2 5 - 4 3  was . 8 9 .  
The Hand Test (Wagner , 1 9 6 2 )  has been s ignificaDtly prov-
en to predict overt aggress ive behavior . To predict such be-
havi o r ,  an Acting Out Score i s  mathematically computed . I t  
i s  expressed as the differences between the sum of aggress ive 
attitudes on the other . There are other response categories 
in addit ion to those which are used to derive the acting-out 
score . The reliab i l i t y  of the Hand Test was proven by the 
use o f  the Spearman-Brown split-half method . The Spearman­
Brown split-half (odd-even) reliab i l i t y  was obtained by cor:1-­
paring the PATH scores for CARD I ,  I I I , V ,  VII , IX , to cards 
I I ,  IV , VI , VI I I ,  and X ,  for each proto co l .  The PATH r e l i -
ab ilities for the three s corers were : A +  B ,  . 86 ;  A +  C ,  . 9 6 ;  
B + C ,  . 9 2 .  
Procedure 
Each person was individually administered both the �uick 
Test and the Hand Test according to standard instructions . 
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Al l t e s t  protocols were scored by this author and a l s o  scored 
"blind" by an expert in Hand Test admini s tration and a 91�� 
agreement was found . l In cases where there were disagreements , 
the s coring o f  the Hand Test expert was used . Volunteers 
were not informed of the purpose of the tes ting but were merely 
asked i f  they had been or were presently in a batterin3 s i t ­
uation . After the tes ting was comple ted the author spent 
approximately 15 minutes to 3 hours with the part i c in�nt dis­
cuss ing the purposes of the invest igation , answering any 
que s t ions and lis tening to any personal concerns or prob lems 
the woman was experiencing . Each woman was asked several 
demographic quest ions and other questions pertaining to the 
batter ing s ituation , i f  present . 
lnr . Paul E .  Panek 
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Results 
The 24 variables contained in the Hand Test scoring cat­
egories , as wel l  as age and IQ were included in the data anal­
y s i s . A Kruskal-Wal lis One-Way Analysis o f  Variance was com­
puted on each s cale to determine i f  a difference existed be­
tween the three groups , and a chi-square was computed to com­
pare the three groups , non-battered , cor.1P.lunity battered , and 
battere d ,  respectively . 
The Kruskal-Wallis medians and the results from the chi-
square statistic are presented in Tab l e  1 for the three �roups . 
A s igni f i cant difference was found among the eroups for the 
variab l e s  o f :  Aggress ion (x2 = 10 . 9 0 :  £ L . 0 1 ) ; the sum of 
Interpersonal (x2 = 5 . 3 3 :  £ � ·. O l ) ; the Act ing Out Score ( x2 
9 .  90 : p L- .  0 1 ) ; Act ive (x2 = 9 .  89 : � L .  0 1 ) , and the SUIT\ of' 
Environmental variab les (x2 = 7 . 7 4 :  � � . 0 5 ) . 
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TABLE 1 
Medians and Results of the Chi- Square Statistic for the Inve s t igated 
Hand Test Variab�es , x2 an� � values for Each Group 
Community 
Battered Battered 
x2 Non-Battered (n= l 7 )  (n= 9 )  (n= 2 6 )  0 
,._ 
Variable Median Median Median 
Affection 1 . 94 1 . 38 1 .  7 2  . 80 NS 
Dependence . 1 1 . 06 . 1 5 . 65 NS 
Communication . 34 . 7 5 . L�3 . 2 1  NS 
Exhibition . 2 7 "  . 06 . 09 3 . 7 5 N S  
Direction 1 . 1 9 1 . 00 1 . 10 . 16 NS 
Aggress ion 1 .  2 0  2 . 2 5 3 . 1 7 10 . 90 . 0 04. 
Sum o f  
Interoersonal 6 . 38 6 . 6 7 8 . 50 5 . 8 3 . 0 7 
Aqui s i t ion . 58 . ll� . 43 1 .  9 7  �-IS 
Active 4 . 6 3 3 . 00 2 . 7 5 9 . 8 9 . 00 7  
Passive . 2 7 . 40 . 43 . 2 8 NS 
Sum of 
Environmental 5 . 86 3 . 3 3 3 . 9 3 7 . 74 . 02 
Tension . 2 1 . 6 0 . 2 7 1 . 18 NS 
Crippled . 1 1 . 7 5 . 2 2 4 . . 2 2  NS 
Fear . 15 . 1 3 . 1 5 . 46 N S  
Sum o f  
Maladj ust ive . 60 1 .  38 . 7 0 2 . 0 7 �·lS 
Description . 00 . 00 . 0 9 4 . 25 NS 
Failure . 07 . 00 . 07 1 . 14 1'1S 
Bizarre . 00 . 00 . 00 . 00 :-Is 
Tabl e  1 - Continued 3 8  
� 
Community 
Battered' · Battered 
x2 Non-Battered (n= l  7 )  (n=9 )  (n=26)  p 
Variable Median t1edian Median 
Sum of 
Withdrawal . 07 . 00 . 00 4 . 07 NS 
Total Response 11 . 6 7 1 1 . 88 1 1 . 9 0 . 1 0 i1S 
Average Initial 
Reaction Time 4 . 6 0 3 . 80 L� . 7 5 . 18 NS 
High Minus Low 9 . 6 7 8 . 00 10 . 7 5 . 85 NS 
Pathology 1 . 00 1 .  38 1 . 6 7 1 . 04 NS 
Act ing Out 
Score . 88 1 . 00 1 .  2 5  9 . 9 0 . 007 
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Discus s i on 
The results of the present s tudy lend support to both the 
psychological and socio logical ex?lanations for wifebeating 
suggested in previous res earch findings . The hypothesis that 
women in residential treatment centers would show a greater 
number of responses to those variab les which contribute to the 
total Acting Out Ratio was supported . In addition , a s igni f i ­
cant difference among the groups was found for b o t h  Aggress ion 
(AGG) and the Sum of Interpersonal Category ( INT) in the ex­
pected direction . It i s  not known whether the se results indi­
cate the tendency to "act -out" (AOR) or become aggressive 
(AGG) because it i s  not knmvn whether the results reflec.t 
the internal state or the environmental experience of 
aggress ion (or both) . these battered women have knovm . These 
findings could be interpreted in support of the idea that 
bat tered women are more hos t i l e  and therefore predisposed to 
violence (Price & Armstrong , 1 9 7 8 ) ; however , further inve s t i ­
gations would b e  neces s ary to learn whether o r  n o t  these 
women actually acted-out or whether the results were more 
indicat ive o f  their pre s en t  psycho logical s tate . 
Another interoretation of the high AOR and AGG s cores for 
the battered groups lends support to Davidson ' s  ( 19 7 8 )  research 
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and the information she collected from counselors and thera­
p i s t s  working · with this population . The results of this 
s tudy seem to corroborate her findings that many battered 
women suppress their feelings of anger , hate and frustration 
and sometimes disolace the se feelin8S of hos t i l i ty onto others 
who may become invo lved with the coup l e ,  such as the police , 
social workers or coun s e lors . In any case , s ince the Hand 
Test purports to reflect. behavioral tendenc ies that are usua l l y  
expressed overtly the se findings support the u s e  of this 
ins trument to assess underlying , s trong emotive s tates . 
Additionally , significant differences were among the 
groups on the Sum of Interpersonal Category ( INT) . This 
category is made up of the sum of the variab les .Affection (AFF) , 
Dependence (DEP) , Communication (COM) , Exhib i t ion (EXH) , 
Direction (DIR) , and Aggress ion (AGG) . A diver s ity and 
quantity of Interpersonal ( INT) is interpreted (Wagner ,  1962)  
as represent ing a keen and varied interest in , sens itivity to , 
and interaction with other peop l e .  Interoersonal relations 
are seen as crucial for normal behavior and in "normal "  
records , the approximate percentage expec tancies for each 
soecific scoring category in INT are AFF 20% , DEP 7 % ,  CO� 25% , 
EXH 8% , DIR 20%,  and AGG 20% . In the pr.esent study , the AG·r; 
variable made up 3 7% of the INT category for the bat tered 
women in res idential treatment centers , and 34% of the INT 
responses for the community battered group . In contras t ,  the 
AGG variable for the non-battered group comprised 19% of the 
INT category . One way of interpreting the se results 
is in conj unction with the Sum of Environmental 
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Category (ENV) . This category , the sum of Acqui s it ion (ACQ ) , 
Active (ACT) and P a s s ive (PAS ) , i s  assumed to represent 
generalized attitudes toward the wor l d ,  i . e . , a readiness to 
respond to or come to grips with the environment in a charac­
teristic way . The environment in this context is operationally 
de·fined as "those relatively non-interpersonal tasks , pursuits , 
and activities which the individual considers important for 
survival and we l l -being 1 '  (Wagner , 1962 , p . 2 1 ) . The snecific 
nature of thes e activities cannot be reliab ly ascertained from 
the Hand Test alone ; the test  measures the extent to which 
the individual is concerned with environmental oursuits and 
the energy one i s  willing to inve s t  in their attainment . The 
average individual gives approximately the same number of 
ENV and INT responses . In this s tudy , an inverse relationship 
was found to exist betw·een the three group s , with battered 
women reporting the least number of ENV responses and non­
battered women reporting a s ignificantly higher number
. 
of 
scorable ENV responses . The low ENV score for the battered 
groups , coupled with the high INT s core , represents an im­
balance in the INT : ENV ratio which i s  interpreted d.S indi­
cating concomitant variat ions in the amount of psychological 
interes� and involvement in interpersonal as contrasted with 
impersonal concerns . This imbalance offers support for pre­
vious research findings reported by Martin ( 1 9 7 6 )  and Davidson 
( 1 9 7 8 ) ., suggesting that many battered women are i s olated from 
their family , friends and cornnunity . Thus , the high INT may 
be interpreted as a need to be with others and to form inter­
personal relationships . The low ENV response may b e  interpreted 
l+2 
as �upport for Star ' s  (1980) explanation that p a s s ivity , 
rather than hos t i l ity , i s  the underlying rationale for endur­
ing physical abus e .  S t ar ' s  (1980) suggestions can be further 
corroborated by inve s t igation o f  the Active variab l e  that was 
found to be signifi cant in this study . 
An inverse relat ionship was found to exist be tween these 
three groups with the women in the battered groups emi t t ing a 
s ignificantly fewer number of ACT responses . The ACT variable 
is a measure of involvement in constructive accompli shMents . 
This variab le deals with psychological rather than phys ical 
effort , al though obvious l y ,  the two are not mutua l ly incom­
patib l e . I t  is the amount of physical investment in material 
achievement which is important , with actual phys ical activity 
playing a complementary and secondary role . From information 
col lected after the tes t s  were adminis tere d ,  it was dis covered 
that 69% of the battered women in the res idential treatment 
center were financially dependent on their abuser and 78% o f  
the women in the community battered group reported that they 
were financially dependent on their abuser throughout the 
battering relationship . Of the nine women in the connnunity 
battered group , seven had divorced their abuse r ,  one woman was 
s ingle and no longer living with him , and the other woman was 
married and was currently invo lved in a battering relationship . 
All  nine of these women reported that their main ration�le for 
at tending col lege now was to prepare themselves for a j ob and 
financial independence .  
Interestingly , the se conununity women reported the highest 
number of responses contributing to the Maladjus tment Category 
(MAL) . This category , although not found to be s i gni ficant 
in this study , is defined as "a difficulty of r.vhich the indi­
vidual is at least partially aware , in successfully carrying 
out various action tendenc ies , because o f  subj ec tively experi­
enced inner weakness and/or external prohibition" (Wagner , 19 62 , 
p . 2 2 ) . One hypo thesis  may b e  that the community battered 
group , al though the maj ority are now divorced , have unres o lved 
conf licts or problems in adjusting from the battering relation­
ship . On the other han d ,  the battered women res iding in the 
treatment centers are b etter adj usted after making the decis ion 
to leave the abuser and seek counsel ing . 
The results o f  this study may also b e  viewed in l ight o f  
the sociological explanations suggested by several researchers 
who claim that wifebeating is the result of the violence that 
i s  built into the very s tructure o f  the society and the family 
sys tem i t s e l f  (Davidson , 1978 ; Gelles e t . al . , 19 80 ; Martin , 
1976 ; Straus , 1 9 7 6 ) . According to these authors , the tradi­
tional roles of man as breadwinner and woman as the pas s ive 
and dependent stereotype both initiate and sustain wife abus e .  
Consequen t ly , the imbalance o f  the INT : ENV ratio in this study 
may represent the dependence the battered woman is seeking 
through interpersonal relationships . The low ENV s core may 
be seen as representing the inactivity and pass ivity suggested 
by previous comparative s tudies with abused women ( S tar , 1980) . 
The results o f  the present study lend support to previous 
res earch concerning the prevalence o f  dome s t i c  violence and 
other variab les that have been examined regarding this i s sue . 
For example , Gelles ( 1 9 7 4 )  in some o f  the first marital violence 
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research , found 34% of the participants in his control group 
to have experienced at least one incident of violence in their 
marriages . The original control group in this s tudy was to 
con s i s t  of 26 women who had never exp erienced a bat tering re­
lationship . Before t e s t  administration the women were asked 
if they had been battered and it was d i s covered that nine of 
them, or 35% of the control group had been victims of dome s t i c  
violence . The fact that no significant difference was found 
on the IQ variable lends support to other s tudies that repute 
the notion that violence is primarily a phenomenon found among 
the uneducated (Davidson , 1978 ; Eisenberg & Micklow , 1977 ; 
Gelles e t . al . ,  1 980 ; Martin , 1 9 7 6 ) . Demographic data in this 
study indicate 7 3% of the battered women residing in shelters 
had completed high s�hoo l ,  and a l l  nine of the communi ty 
battered group were a t t ending a j unior col lege . 
I.n conclusion , the Hand Test significantly differentiated 
Acting Out Ratios and identified four other variables of sip,ni f­
icance that exist between non-battered and battered women . 
I t  i s  concluded that the Hand Test is a relevant ins trument for 
proj e c t ive personality a s s e s sment of s tate character i s t ic s  in 
battered women . I t  is particularly advantageous because i t  is 
relatively non-threatening and brief . The women in this study 
reacted favorably to the t e s t  and for some it served as a 
comfortable medium in which to initiate self-disclos_ure con­
cerning their abus e .  One limitation of this s t udy was the 
small sample s iz e ; consequent ly , future research should include 
a larger population , fol lowed longitudinally . 
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Appendix i i  
The Quick Test o f  Intell igence 
> z 0 
0 
:t 
> ::: 
::: 0 z 
(I> 
Ans�·er Alternative� 
(key to lef c of items) 
FOR�[ l FORM 2 
op o 
FORM 3 
4 licit ( easr) 2 cans ( ca.I)' ) 2 sheet C c:lsy) 
1 1fancin.1? (casr) 3 che\\·ing (casr) I cxcrli1c (ea1)") 
4 11aHic (easy) 4 falling (easy) 2 machine (e:t1y) 
4 whistle (easy) 3 Jinncr (easy) 4 burners (easy) 
3 fence ( eJsy) 5 1 row (easy ) 5 1 audience ( c:tsy) 
2 Jrink (easy) 2 iiroceries (cJSy) 3 dish (easy) 
3 1ncck ( easr) 4 hat ( l'asy) 2 dq·ini: I easy) 
1 music ( c-asy) 3 sitrinK (easy) 3 fooJ ( eJsy 1 
2 mcJicine (easy) coun111· (ea<y) 3 fork (t":ls)') 
4 l!Un <easy) 1 0  4 danKer (easy) 1 0  1 crowd (eas)") 
2 pcrpcr (t:lS)') 3 pG-;;--f(;;y)-------3-sif« (easy) ____ _ 
3 racing (easr) 1 rin·r (cas)") 2 wa1hin,q (easy) 
2 salt ( c-asy) 3 (;\lfin.l\ ( eA<Y) 4 !MIS (ea<)') 
"oman (easy) 2 she-Ives (c:lsy) I figluin}( (e�1r) 
2 su.�ar (cas)') 1 5 I sky (easy) 15 4 kicchcn C ea<i•) ··--- ----
3 11 ack (easy) 3 t:thlc ( e:ts)" } 3 rasry ( e:t1y) 
4 school (6) 4 carcles<ncss (6) 2 windy (6) 
I partner (6) 3 manners ( 6 )  4 piciful 1 6 )  
I couples ( 7 )  2 addin� ( 7 )  1 conrrn ( 7 )  
3 rail ( i )  20 4 injury ( 7 )  20 4 sorrow (ll ) 
4 respectful ( 8 )  2 mcrch:tndise ( 8 )  l loser ( 7 )  
3 be11i11,1ot (8)  3 9.·aimu ( !! )  -i hcMtbrcalc (8)  
3 <l:trin.c ( 9)  I h11ri10n ( 9)  1 mu,i.:.cle ( 9 )  
3 stadium (9)  2 mail ( 9 )  2 rot:try ( 1 0 )  
4 pedestrian ( 1 0 )  25 1 irri.1::uion ( 10) n l orronenr< (9) 
I gracclul ( 10) 4-unawarc ( 10) 4 ,i.:;1cf ( 10) ____ _ 
2 fluid ( 1 1 )  1 currcrn ( 1 1 )  3 uren1ils ( 1 1 )  
2 solution ( 1 1 )  1 fe11ile ( 1 1 )  2 lever ( 1 1 )  
4 discipline ( 12 )  4 dcmndin}( ( 12) 3 P<>rtinn ( 1 2) 
3 bleachers ( 12) 30 I spacinu1 ( 1 2 )  30 3 e.lihi(• ( 1 2 )  
2 crrsra1l f2c_J l_l_3_) __ ___ 2 pr;>pri<:tor ( 1 3 )  1 c;i;ihi<inn ( -1 3_) __ _ 
1 turnt�ble ( 1 3 )  4 inaut'nrive ( 1 3 )  4 soNhetl ( 1 3 )  
2 sacch�rin ( 1 4 )  3 imluly.inR ( 1 4 )  4 careH ( 1 4 )  
4 imm�turt' ( 1 4 )  pr('npitatinn ( 1 4 )  I co111!-�u111 ( 1 4 )  
I conliality ( 1 5 )  3� 1 fresher ( I � )  3� 4 forlorn ( D )  
3�cluri;y ( 1 5 )  4 u.insum ( I  5) 3 n11uiC'nt ( I ) )  
4 clcci1ive ( 16) 3 con<umption ( 16) 4 subu· ( 1 6 )  
3 lac<'mion ( 16) 1 aqu•tic ( 16) 1•2tify ( 16) 
3 lolia>:c ( 1 7 )  4 perilous ( 1 n Cllll(llllCtl ( 1 7 )  
4 imperative ( 1 7 )  40 rerr�i11 ( 1 7 )  40 4 ic•< ( 1 7 )  
Tmi;;,;�8, ,, m111;;;;r;;1-ufii ,,--;r.-;j;.1 .. i( 1iir- ----
2 wnrnnion ( I H )  2 lurc1i1:h1 ( I H )  3 till<'< I lfL+ ) 
1 con' iviJliry ( I R + )  1 co11tknu1i11n ( I  H + )  4 diw111\lll.11c ( I  l'l )  
4 clu:v ions ( 1 8  + ) 3 1a1i,11 ion C11a1d) 3 111sic11Ancc ( 1 H + )  
2 condiment < hM<I) 4 5 3 vistcral (hart!) 4 5 4 nu11.ll111 ( h.wl ) 
T'CaWrhnny "< .. h.;;J, I hnvinc f I H ·i- 1 3 �-;;-«,:, � � ,;f(h,\;l_) _ _ 
2 mi<(lblr ( hJrtf) 3 rrplctc ( hnol ) 4 l'"i11n.1nt ( h�r.t) 
2 imh1N- ( hart! J 3 prehension ( h•rJ) I hdl1c111c ( h>td) 
I amicable ( lurd) 4 in,:rc<1 ( hard I 3 con,e111hlc ( hard ) 
2 pun,:rnt I h2rJ I 50 3 ctkrny ( hJrd I 50 4 .le1p11ndt·ncy ( h�rJ) 
Score 
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